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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

TOs invention relates to a meiod for«^ ot obiects an4 m

particular .o such a meiod for use with low coupon portable tags that

Tyte Iffixea to movable objects so as to Weep »ac. of their geosraphrc

locadon.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

There are many situatiot. ir. which it is required to keep of

movable objects so as auton>aticalIy to fohow their ruovement For exanrple. m—wherein.esuraybewor.edonbyd^eren.^^0^

.„ s«fi arui are thus subjected to ntovement ftom one roonr to pother, rt .

,„ staff ana

,„ w„ tack of their movement so that, for example,

rt:.^ - ^ '--^ " T
re:^.cca.ed.ane^.o.n^«.Onewayin^ch^o^

.one is to affix» each file a portable^ whrch contams a ~
a unicme identity which may be read by a suitable intetroganon device located,

rrTidentity is automatically determhred for onward «ansnnsston to a

Zltrac^nstomputerwhichkeepsarecordofeachBleidenbficahonand

its corresponding
location.
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This having been said, the periodic transmission by each portable tag of

its corresponding ID also results in a great amount of redmdant data being

transmitted. For example, if each tag transmits its ID once every 10 minutes and

a file remains in a particular room for a whole week, this would result in the

5 portable tag transmitting its ID to the same interrogation device over 1000 times

per week, when only a single transmission would suf&ce. This, clearly, is an

extravagant waste both of energy and of data transmission with the associated

time overhead.

Yet a further consideration must be borne in mind when data is

10 transmitted using optical transceivers. For example, infirared (JR) transceivers

are particularly suited for the kind of task in question and require an opticaUy

transparent path unencumbered by obstacles for effective data transmission. On

the other hand, if even inadvertently optical transparency is maintained between

one room and an adjacent room, then there exists the risk that a file located in

15 one room might transmit its ID to the intertogation device associated with a

different, adjacent room. Such optical transparency might, for example, be the

result of a dividing door between the two rooms being ajar; or owing to a

window between the two rooms permitting infirared transmission therethrough.

Furthermore, in order to render such a communication system as

20 efficient as possible, it is desirable to pennit more than one portable tag to

communicate with the intertogation device simultaneously. This desideratum

clashes with tiie requirement to avoid coUisions which, with I.R. transceivers is

particularly onerous on account of the fact that it is difficult to detect coUisions

owing to the half-duplex communications protocol inherent in I.R.

25 transmission.
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Such an approach is accq^table when objects bearing a respective

portable tag are apt to move from one location to another discretely. However,

this is frequently not the case. For example, in the case of the office environ-

ment as discussed above, if a member of staff ordered several files which were

brought simultaneously then, imless each file were to be separated from the

stack so as to be capable of being individually read by the interrogation device,

the interrogation device would be incapable of reading all the portable tags

simultaneously. On the other hand, to separate the fiiles on entry into a new

location is clearly cumbersome.

One way in which such a major drawback can be overcome is to allow

the portable tag periodically to transmit its ID to the interrogation device in

order that the file ID can be associated with the location of the interrogation

device and then routed to the central tracking computer. This clearly overcomes

the disadvantage of attempting to read many portable tags simultaneously; but

imposes the price that each portable tag must constantly transmit its ID to the

interrogation device. This is undesirable for several reasons. First, still to

consider the office environment by way of example, if there be a large number

of files in a particular room, and each file has a portable tag which transmits

periodically its ID to an interrogation device associated with that room, then the

volume of data which must be transmitted can be quite significant. Secondly,

this, in turn, increases the risk of data collision between the IDs transmitted by

different portable tags and imposes additional overheads in preventing and/or

managing data collisions. Thirdly, by their very nature, the portable tags are

miniature devices that are energized by a small internal power source such as a

small battery. The more data which is transmitted by each portable tag, the

greater is the energy consumption and the more often the battery must be

replaced. This is both inconvenient and potentially very expensive when large

numbers of portable tags are envisaged.
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SUiVIMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is thiis an object of the present invention to provide a method for

keeping track of objects in which the drawbacks described above are

significantly reduced or ehminated.

It is a particular object of the present invention to provide an improved

commimications protocol suitable for use with IR transceivers allowing near

simviltaneous two-way communication between an interrogation device and a

plurality ofIR transceivers.

In accordance with a broad aspect of the invention there is provided a

method for keeping track of objects each having a respective unique identity

and subject to movement between different locations, the method comprising

the steps of:

(a) in each different location providing a location transceiver having

associated therewith a location ID imiquely identifying the

respective location,

(b) associating with each of the objects an object transceiver having

embedded therein a respective object ID uniquely identifying the

object,

(c) the location transceiver periodically transmitting its location ID for

receipt by any object transceiver within a boundary associated with

said location,

(d) any object transceiver receiving the location ID of a proximate

location transceiver, comparing said location ID with a current

location ID stored in the object transceiver corresponding to the

object's current location,

(e) if the location ID received ia (d) is not the same as the current

location ID ia the object transceiver, the object transceiver

transmitting its object ID to the location transceiver associated with
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its current location and storing the location ED of said location

transceiver, and

(f) the location transceiver storing the respective object ID of each

object associated therewith.

When it is sufficient for an object transceiver to transmit only its JD to

the nearest location transceiver when the location ID associated therewith is

different to the current location ID stored in the object transceiver, and no other

information must be transmitted thereby, then unless the object moves from one

location to another it can remain permanentiy shut down. This results in lower

energy consumption and very sigmficantiy increases battery lifetime.

On the other hand, the energy consumption associated with the location

transceivers is less significant because they are fixed and may therefore be

pemianently connected to a conventional maios electricity supply

In order to prevent data collisions between adjacent location

transceivers, a geographic area may be spht into coiresponding cells each

representing a discrete geographical area such as, for example, a separate room

each of which is allocated a separate time slice for transmitting therein its

correspondiag location ID. Likewise, in order to reduce the risk of data

collision between diJQFerent object transceivers, a plurality of separate time slots

may be provided witibin each frame of data and each of the object transceivers

may select one of the plurality of time slots randomly. Thus, providing that the

ratio of tiie niraiber of available time slots to the number of object transceivers

which need to transmit at any given time is sufficiently high, tihe risk of two or

more object transceivers attempting to transmit within the same time slot may

be sufificientiy reduced. Obviously, conventional data collision techniques

requiring re-allocation of time slots and re-transmission of data may be

employed in the event that, notwithstanding efforts to the contrary, two

dijaferent object IDs are transmitted simultaneously.
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10

Fig. 10a is a flow diagram showing details of a communications

protocol for use by the reader during transmission of a long message from the

badge to the reader;

Fig. 10b is a flow diagram showing details of a communications

protocol for use by the badge during transmission of a long message from the

badge to the reader;

Fig. 11a is a flow diagram showing details of a communications

protocol for use by the reader during transmission of a short message from the

badge to the reader; and

Fig. lib is a flow diagram showing details of a communications

protocol for use by the badge during transmission of a short message from the

badge to the reader.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Fig. 1 shows in plan view a pictorial representation of a geographical

15 area depicted generaUy as 10 comprising three separate and mutually adjacent

rooms 11, 12 and 13. hi each of the three rooms 11 to 13 there is mounted on

the ceiling a corresponding reader 21, 22 and 23 constituting a location

transceiver which allows transmission and reception of data using IR

transmission. If a door (not shown) between the two rooms 11 and 12 be ajar,

20 then an IR signal transmitted by the reader 21 so as to read all objects within

the room 11 can pass trough the open door into the adjacent room 12 and thus,

incorrectly, read the objects therein. Likewise, the reader 22 can incorrectly

read objects within the room 11 if the door between the two rooms is open.

FinaUy, for the sake of description, there are shown objects 24, 25, 26 and 27

25 having associated therewith a respective portable badge (constituting an object

transceiver) which can transmit data to a nearby reader as well as receiving data

therefrom.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order to understand the invention and to see how the same may be

carried oxit in practice, a preferred example of the communications protocol

will now be described with reference to a portable identity badge, by way of

non-limiting example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, in

which:

Fig. 1 is plan view showing piaorially a geographical area spUt into

adjacent rooms each containing a reader and one or more portable badges for

carrying out the method according to the invention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing functionally a portable badge

transceiver for employing the method of the invention;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing functionally an IR receiver for use in

the readers and badges illustrated in Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 shows pictorially a message frame configuration according to a

jjreferred communications protocol for use with the transceiver;

Figs. 5a to 5d show finther details of long and short message

communications protocols employed by tbe reader and badge;

Figs. 6a and 6b show details of the modulation scheme and reader

transmission protocol;

Figs. 7a to 7e are timing diagrams showing successive frames of data of

a long message transmitted by the Reader to the Badge;

Figs. 8a to 8c are timing diagrams of a data decoding circuit used in the

]R receiver of the Badge;

Fig. 9a is a flow diagram showing details of a communications protocol

for use by the reader during transmission of a long message from the reader to

the badge;

Fig. 9b is a flow diagram showing details of a commvmications protocol

for use by the badge during transmission of a long message from the reader to

the badge;



46 block the DC level but allows data to pass through to a low noise linear

amplifier 47 operating at a basic frequency 455KHz and having an output

coupled to a band pass filter 48 having a bandwidth of 32KHz. The resulting

carrier signal is fed to the input of a logarithmic amplifier and Received Signal

Strengdi hidicator (RSSI) 49 allowing the signal strength to be displayed in

suitable form. The signal passed by the RSSI 49 includes both data and noise

and it is obviously important to filter out the noise so that the IR receiver 32

does not receive false signals. Only those signal which are determined to be

genuine data signals are demodxilated so as to extract the data.

To this end there is coupled a noise subtract unit 50 an output of which

is fed to a capacitor 5 1 operating as a noise integrator whose output is fed to a

first input of a sinnming amplifier 52. A second input of the summing amplifier

52 is connected to a variable threshold generator 53 whose threshold may be set

by a variable resistor 54 external to the IR receiver 32. The output of the

summing amplifier 52, corresponding to the sum of the average noise and the

noise threshold, is fed to the inverting input of a comparator 55 whose

non-inverting input is fed to the RSSI signal produced by the amplifier and

detector 49. The output of the comparator 55 is fed to a "wake-up" signal

generator 56 and to a deglitcher 57 which suppresses any pulse whose time

duration is less than 25 |as and thus constitutes spurious ghtches rather than

actual signal data. Thus, when a signal is detected at the output of the deglitcher

57, corresponding to an actual received signal, the corresponding data

associated therewith is extracted and detected.

To this end, the RSSI signal is fed to a peak detector 60 which measures

its peak value and feeds it to a first, summing input of a summing amplifier 61

having a second, subtracting input connected to a variable threshold generator

62 whose threshold may be set by a variable resistor 63 external to the IR

receiver 32. The output of the summing amplifier 61, corresponding to the

difference between the peak value of the RSSI signal and the threshold, is fed
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Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of a badge depicted generaUy as 30 and

including an IR photodiode 3 1 connected to an IR receiver 32 for receiving an

IR signal from one of the ceiling-mounted readers 21, 22 and 23 shown in

Fig. 1. An array of LEDs 33 is connected to an IR transmitter 34 for trans-

5 mitting an IR signal to one of the readers 21, 22 and 23. A micro-controller 35

is coupled to both the IR receiver 32 and the IR transmitter 34 and operates in

accordance with a stored instruction set defining communications protocols

allowing both long and short messages to be communicated between the badge

and reader. The various communications protocols are described in detail below

10 with particular reference to Figs. 9a to lib of the drawings. Coupled to the

micro-controller 35 is a buzzer 36 and a display 37 as well as an array of

manual switches SI, S2, S3 and S4 allowing pre-programmed functions to be

manually selected in accordance with the instruction set stored in the micro-

controller 35. The badge circuitry is powered by a battery 38 connected to the

15 micro-controller 35, the IR receiver 32 and the IR transmitter 34 via a power

supply controller 39. The buzzer 36 and the display 37, in addition to the

manual switches SI, S2, S3 and S4, allow customization of the badge for

specific appHcations. Thus, for example, the badge can serve as a paging device

for displaying a short message upon receiving a remote communication and

20 sounding the buzzer so as to alert the owner of an awaiting message.

Fig. 3 shows in greater detail the circuitry associated with the IR

receiver 32 used in the badge 30. A similar circuit is likewise employed in the

ceiling-mounted IR transceivers 21, 22 and 23 shown in Fig. 1. Thus, in both

cases an IR photodiode array 41 is connected to a tuned resonant circuit

25 comprising an tuned antenna coil 42 and a capacitor 43 for applying data to the

gate of a MOSFET 44. The source of the MOSFET 44 is connected to the

capacitor 43 via a resistor 45 and is fed via a coupling capacitor 46 to the IR

transceiver 32 having therein a memory (not shown) for allowing data to be

stored therein and to be extracted, or read, therefrom. The couphng capacitor



->5 and the location ffansceiver 22 in the same room 12 as the badge 2=. the

mtensity of the data received from the adjoining location transceiver 21 wJI be

reduced compared to that received hy the correct location transceiver 22. Tins

difference in si^al intensi^ may be used in order to reject a weak s,gnal

emanating from a locadon ttansceiver m an adjoining room and thus contammg

the location ID of an incorrect location.

When one of the badges 25 or 26 receives the location ID #12

associated ,vith the location transceiver 22. it compares the received location ID

vrtth the current location ID stored within its internal memory. If these are

„ identical, this means that the ID associated with fte location ttanscerver 22

corresponds to the current location ID wito fte memory ofthe badge and 4at

consecpentiy 4e badge has not moved since it ™s previously updated. In ttos

case unless the badges 25 or 26 neei for some reason, ,0 transmit data o±er

tt^ fteir respective ID, ti>eir respective IR transceivers may remam sdent By

,5 such means, battery consumption may be reduced to an absolute mimmum.

It cn tiie otirer hand, the location ID (#12) transmitted by the location

^sceiver 22 is different to that stored in fte badge memory, tins imphes Aat

fte badge transceiver was moved into room 12 sioce it was previously read.

In tins case, the location ID (#12) associate wifli the cunent location, i.e. the

,„
rooml2,isnowstoredinthebadgememoryandthecydeisrepea.ed.

Tims, referring now to Fig 4. there is shown a typrcal frame

configuration for allowing two-way wirelessK time division multiple access

(TDMA) transmission between flte r^er and the badge. Each Reader Control

Message (RCM, inchides a header, a reader ID and a

^
,3 allow a particular reader to be addressed when required. The RCMJurth^

includes a badge IDm respect of four different badges which may be add«ssed

at a co,«spon<tog one of four slots in tire frame so as to provide each badge

widr a command whose encoded data is transmitted at ti.e correspondmg slot
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to the inverting input of a comparator 64 whose non-inverting input is fed to the

RSSI signal produced by the ampHfier and detector 49. The output of the

comparator 64 is fed to a degHtcher 65 which suppresses any pulse whose time

duration is less than 25 and thus constitutes spurious gUtches rather than

5 actual data. The waveforms associated with the decoded data, the RSSI and the

"wake-up" signals are shown in Figs. 8a, 8b and 8c ofthe drawings.

Fig. 4 shows the frame configuration associated with the conraiimi-

cations protocol according to the invention allowing up to four readers to effect

bi-directional communication with a corresponding badge simultaneously In

10 order to explain this feature in context^ reference is again made to Fig. 1

wherein each of each of the readers 21 to 23 (constituting location transceivers)

has associated therewith a respective location ID so that each location ID

uniquely addresses tiie respective location in which the location transceiver is

mounted. For ease of explanation, the respective location IDs for each of the

15 location transceivers 21, 22 and 23 will be denoted by the corresponding room

number #11, #12 and #13. Each of the readers 21 to 23 periodically

conmiimicates its location ID to the badges in its area of reception so that the

location of each badge may be stored therein. In order to prevent the risk of

data collisions between the location transceivers 21 to 23, the communications

20 protocol employs a data frame configuration wherein four different data slots

DSl, DS2, DS3 and DS4 are allocated one to each of four different readers.

Thus, each of the location transceivers 21 to 23 can transmit data only in its

own time slot thus avoiding the risk of data collisions between two or more

respective location transceivers in mutual line of sight with the same badge.

25 Each of tiie badges 25 and 26 receives an IR data string transmitted by

the location transceiver 22 and, possibly, also by the location transceivers 21

and 23 if the adjoining door between adjacent rooms 11 and 12 or between 12

and 13 is open. However, because the distance between the location transceiver

21 in an adjacent room and the badge 25 is greater than that between the badge
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.Oh a topography, i. n,ay he shown to arr^^ of foux discrete 6me slots

is sufScient to prevent data coHisions.

manner in which the toe slots are allocated so as avo.d dam

coUisions n>ay be pr^etemnned either hy a professional installation expen

«i,h a software interface and an exact nrap of 4e area 10; or, rt nray be

aetennined auton^ticaUy on a «al-and-error basis, by .he location ^anscetvers

tv^i-na tn each Other's transmissions and proceedmg

themselves by means of Usterang to eacn omer

withthedefinitioninaneural/serialmmnei.

a message mnst be addressed to the badge, or teceived *erehy. wrftm

„ the area covered hy the specific location »„sceiver, each RCM m^ con«m

^.^andcorrespondinglDsinrespectofuptofivedifferentbadg.^^

commands con«,. *e use of the rest of the ftame which, as showr. rs^ded

i„.o four data slots. An additional toe is allocated at^ end of the fiame for

badge allocation slots.

, coffision avordance between the different locadon transcetvers .

acHeved as explained above by anocating discrete toe slots so ^.t^ia^^^^

location ^ansceivers may »nsmit only in thei, own respective toe^^

Collision of data^an^ittedby
different badges within a given area, ach^e^ed

jLows. .ire badges do not tiansmit asynchronotrsly—
,„ ^nsceiver tiansmits fte RCM and *is defines the star, of each ftame. h> each

re*erearefo.da,.s,otsands^anocationslo..ffthereisam^^

.0 ^^ed ftom the location transceiver to the badge, then the RCM

Lni^ted to «re badge includes command data for instructing the bad^ »

^eive 4e message in an aUocated time slot. U»ger messages may use mo«

Z one slot per fiame (if preferred) or, alternatively, more slots m multiple

25

frames

A badge which needs to tiansmit its ID to a location tianscerv^

^domly selects one of tire sixteen allocation slots for tiansmitting rts ID

^^u. the probability of comsion is reduced by l:16 and m foUowmg



Finally, each RCM includes a CRC checksum which allows the integrity of the

data received by the badge to be checked.

Following each RCM, are the four data slots depicted DSMl, DSM2,

DSM3, and DSM4, respectively within each of which a Data Slot Message

(DSM) may be transmitted. Each DSM includes a header and a reader ID

followed by a code which indicates whether the data corresponds to a short

message or a long message. If the data corresponds to a long message, then the

long data message having between 16 to 64 bytes is included within the DSM

slot whereupon there is a validation check and a CRC checksum byte. If^ on the

other hand, the data which is to be transmitted to a particular badge corresponds

to a short data message, this is provided in the form of an Allocation Slot

Message (ASM) which is transmitted in one of sixteen slots following the

fourth data slot (DSM4). Each ASM comprises a header and a message type

followed by a short data message of up to 16 bytes. Thereafter follows the

badge ID followed by a CRC.

Thus, each data cycle commences with a synchronization signal after

which start synchronization signals are allocated in respect of each of the four

time slots relating to the corresponding rooms 1 1 to 14. The four time slots may

be needed (according to the four-color map theorem) in order to avoid having

two areas of the same time slot and thus avoid data collisions. It will be

appreciated that if the topography shown in Fig. 1 is extended to include

additional rooms, then those additional rooms may likewise be allocated time

slots within the same overall cycle without in any way conflicting with the four

location transceivers 21 to 24 shown in Fig. 1. For example, if there were an

additional room adjacent to the room 12 but remote from the room 13, then

providing such a room were allocated a different time slot to the two rooms 12

and 13, there would be no danger of collision between the data transmitted by

the respective location transceivers in each of the three adjacent rooms. For
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transmission of a short message transmission from the badge to the reader.

Thus, upon receipt of an RCM by the badge, the badge transmits a short

message during a randomly allocated ASM which is received by the reader and

acknowledged during the subsequentRCM transmitted thereby.

5 Fig. 5d shows identical data stractures 80 and 81 for the reader and the

badge, during the n^ frame and during a subsequent (n+1)^ frame for short

location messages sent by the badge to the reader, which is transmitted during

one of the randomly allocated ASMs.

Figs. 6a shows the IR modulation scheme employing on-off keying

10 (OOK) modulation of the 455KHz pulse train constituting the modulated

carrier transmitted by the reader A high logic level constituting logic "1" is thus

represented by an absence of data whereas a low logic level (logic "0") results

in a modulated pulse being transmitted by the reader to the badge.

Fig. 6b shows a Reader Control Message (RCM) transmitted by the

15 reader to the badge comprising a 455KHz carrier preamble followed by a

plurality of data words. A similar data slot message or allocation slot message is

sent by the badge to the reader comprising a short preamble in the form of a

455KHz carrier signal followed by words of actual data.

Figs. 7a to 7e show various timing diagrams associated with the IR

20 Receiver 32 within the badge 30. Thus, as shown in Fig. 7a, the IR Receiver 32

within the badge 30 is dormant until read by a 'Vake up" signal having a time

duration of approximately 1 ms as shown in Fig. 7b. Each data packet

transmitted by the reader to the badge comprises an initial preamble in the form

of a 455KHz carrier signal having a time duration of approximately 2 ms. This

25 wakes up the badge, whereupon as shown in Fig. 7c the power supply

controller 39 becomes operative for supplying power to the IR Receiver 32 so

that after a small time delay Tdata delay after the preamble, data transmitted by the

reader is received by the badge as shown in Fig. 7d.
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firames 1:16" etc. If the badge needs to transmit to the location transceiver a

longer message including, for example, data other than the object's ID, then it

initially transmits a message of type "allocation" and in the following frame it

will then be instoicted by tfie location transceiver to transmit its message in a

specific time slot.

Fig. 5a shows respective data stmctures 70 and 71 for the reader and the

badge during the n^ frame as well as respective data stractures 72 and 73 for

til

the reader and the badge during a subsequent (n+l) firame for data

transmission of a long message from the reader to the badge. For the n* fi-ame

the reader transmits a RCM which is received by the badge to which it is

addressed, whereby it is decoded and an acknowledgement is transmitted by the

badge to the reader during a randomly allocated slot During the next frame, the

reader informs the addressed badge during which data slot message information

will be transmitted. Thus, as shown in the data stmctures 72 and 73, message

data for the addressed badge is transmitted in the third data slot DSM3. The

addressed badge receives the data during this slot and transmits an acknowledge

signal ACK back to the reader during a randomly allocated ASM.

Fig. 5b shows corresponding data structures 74 and 75 for the reader

and the badge during the n* frame as well as respective data stmctures 76 and

77 for the reader and the badge during a subsequent (n+1)^ frame for data

transmission of a long message from the badge to the reader. Thus, as shown

data stmcture 74, the RCM is transmitted from the reader to the badge and

during the randomly allocated ASM, the badge transmits a request to the reader

for Long Message Transmission. As shown by the data stmcture 76, the reader

commands the badge at what DSM to transmit, e.g. DSM3. In this case also,

correct data transmission is acknowledged by means of an ACK signal

transmitted during a randomly allocated ASM.

Fig. 5c shows corresponding data stractures 78 and 79 for the reader and

the badge during the n* frame and during a subsequent (n+1)* frame for data
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destined for a specified badge. The reader prepares an RCM for the identified

badge aad transmits the RCM, whereafter it awaits acknowledgement firom the

specified badge during one of the ASM slots. Upon receipt of the ASH the

data is decoded and, if correct, the next RCM is prepared indicating that a

command destined for the identified badge will be encoded at slot K. The

appropriate DSM is prepared by the reader at slot K and transmitted therein to

the badge. The reader then awaits acknowledgment fi-om the badge during the

allocated slot, upon receipt of which this cycle of commimication is complete.

It is to be noted that if the acknowledgment by the badge to the reader indicates

faulty communication, then the appropriate loop is repeated up to three times,

whereafter in the absence of good data transmission, the reader inforais the

central computer that communication with the specified badge has failed and

the reader then resumes normal operation.

Fig. 9b is a flow diagram showing the principal operating steps carried

out by the badge dxiring the transmission of long message data by the reader to

the badge. Thus, initially, the badge is in standby mode until it receives an

RCM fi-om the reader. Upon receipt thereoi^ the RCM is decoded by the badge

in order to establish the badge ED to whom the data is transmitted. If the badge

ID corresponds to the ID of the receiving badge, then the receiving badge

prepares an acknowledge signal ACK which is then transmitted during the

randomly allocated ASM. The badge then awaits receipt of the next RCM

having a destination ID which corresponds to its own E). Upon receipt thereof;

the RCM is decoded and establishes that data will be sent by the reader to the

badge in slot K. The data is received at slot K of the DSM and is decoded. If

the data is received intact, the badge executes whatever fimction is required and

then prepares and acknowledge signal so as to indicate whetiier the required

fimction were carried out successfially or not. The ACK signal is transmitted by

the badge to the reader dvcring a randomly allocated ASM slot and the badge

returns to standby mode.
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As further shown in Fig. 7a which is merely a repeat of Fig. 6b

described above shown alongside the other timing diagrams for ease of

comparison, actual data is transmitted from the reader to the badge following

the initial preamble. Consequently, this data will reach the badge only after the

badge has passed from its initial domiant state, when the battery is on standby

and, as shown in Fig. 7e, the battery cxirrent is thus minimal, to its operational

state, wherein battery current increases to its operational level.

Figs. 8a, 8b and 8c show timing diagrams of a data decoding circuit

used in the IR receiver 32 of the Badge 30. In order to understand these

diagrams, reference is again made to Fig. 3 showing a detail of the IR receiver

32. The RSSI signal shown as 90 in Fig. 8a is taken from the output of a

logarithmic amplifier thus accovuiting for its irregular shape. The average noise

derived at the output of the noise integrator is shown in Fig. 8a as a noise floor

91, whilst an upper noise limit 92 is shown as a 13.5 dB offset from the noise

floor 91. The 13.5 dB offset is set by the noise threshold generator 53 and the

extemal potentiometer 54 shown in Fig. 3. That is to say, the upper noise limit

92 defitnes the largest signal which could conceivably be noise: anything larger

is accepted as geniiine data. The upper noise limit 92 thus defines the level of

the 'Vake up" signal 93 shown in Fig. 8b. For so long as the RSSI signal 90 is

greater tiian the noise threshold 92, the "wake up" signal 93 is HIGH, and the

data signal derived from the peak detected RSSI signal is demodulated to

produce the pulse train shown as 94 in Fig. 8c. The pulse train 94 is derived by

clipping the RSSI signal 90 by 6dB, this being the peak threshold set by the

threshold generator 62 and the extemal potentiometer 63 shown in Fig. 3 and

shown as 95 in Fig. 8a. The threshold 95 is subtracted from the RSSI signal 90

by the summing amplifier 61 which operates as a subtractor.

Fig. 9a is a flow diagram showing the principal operating steps carried

out by the reader during the transmission of a long message to the badge. At the

start of this procedure, liie reader obtains from a central computer message data
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subsequent RCM from the reader. Upon receipt thereof; the transmitted

information is decoded and if the RCM is vaHd, the badge checks whether the

receipt of the data previously sent by the badge to the reader has been

acknowledged by the reader. If so, then a suitable signal may be output (e.g. an

5 audible beep); the end ASM is prepared and transmitted; and the badge returns

to standby mode. As before, in the absence of receipt by the badge of a suitable

acknowledge signal within a predetermined number of cycles, a communi-

cations error is displayed and the badge resorts to standby mode.

Fig. 1 la is a flow diagram showing the principal operating steps canied

10 out by the reader when the badge sends a shoit/location message thereto. Thus,

upon receipt by the reader of a badge ASM, the received data is decoded and, if

valid, the short parameters are stored and the message corresponding thereto is

traosmitted to the central computer. Thereafter, the reader prepares the next

RCM containing a suitable acknowledge signal which is then transmitted to the

15 badge, whereupon the reader resumes normal operatioiL

Fig. lib shows the corresponding flow diagram of the functions

performed by the badge during transmission of a short/location message to the

reader. The ASM-short message is prepared whereafter the badge awaits tiie

RCM from the reader which should be received within a predetermined time

20 period t < T. If the RCM is received within the cowect time period, it is decoded

and, if valid, the parameters encoded therein are stored. The ASM-short

message is then transmitted to the reader and the badge awaits the RCM

transmitted by the reader. Upon receipt thereof the RCM is decoded and, if

vahd, the acknowledged message is decoded in order to verify that tiie short

25 message transmitted by the badge to the reader was received correctly, hi this

case, no frcrther action is required.

I^ on the other hand, the acknowledged signal is negative, the badge

re-transmits the short message to the reader, the whole cycle being repeated for

a predetermined number of cycles e.g. 3 whereafter, if still no acknowledged
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Fig. 10a is a flow diagram showing the principal operating steps carried

out by the reader during the transmission of a long message from the badge to

the reader. Thus, upon receipt of an ASM from the badge, Ihe ASM is decoded

and the parameters therein are stored. Thereafter, the next RCM is prepared and

transmitted to the badge. The reader then awaits receipt of a DSM from the

badge, upon receipt of which the data is decoded and, if intact, is stored and

forwarded to the central computer. Thereafter, the next RCM is prepared

acknowledging receipt of the DSM. The RCM is transmitted to the badge and

receipt of the ASM transmitted by the badge is then awaited. Upon receipt of

the ASM, the reader decodes the data, and, if intact, resumes normal operation.

Fig. 10b shows the corresponding flow chart relating to the principal

operating steps earned out by the badge during the transmission of a long

message to the reader. Initially, the ASM and DSM are prepared and the badge

then awaits receipt of a RCM transmitted thereto by the reader. Upon receipt of

the RCM, the data is decoded and, if intact, the parameters are stored. It will be

recalled that the parameters correspond to the information transmitted by the

reader to the badge indicating in which DSM subsequent data is to be

transmitted by the badge to the reader. Receipt of the RCM is then

acknowledged by the badge in the next ASM. The badge then awaits receipt of

the next RCM, upon receipt of which the data is decoded and, if intact, this

permits determination as to which data slot contains the transmitted data

intended for the current badge. If no ID is found, the loop is repeated until a

vahd RCM is received. Again, in the absence of a vahd RCM being received

witiiin a predetermined number of cycles (i.e. as shown ia the figure) a

commxmication error is provided and the badge returned to standby mode.

At this stage, assuming that data has been received intact and properly

decoded, the badge is informed that it must transmit the data to the reader in

DSM slot K. The required data is therefore decoded in slot K and transmitted

by the badge to the reader, whereupon the badge now awaits receipt of a
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In the method claims which follow, alphabetic characters used to

designate claim steps are provided for convenience only and do not imply any

particular order ofperforming the steps.
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signal is correctly received, a connnunication error is displayed and the badge

returns to standby mode. Likevase, if no RCM is received by the badge within

the allotted time period T, there is again assumed to be a malfunction,

whereupon a communication error is displayed and the badge resorts to standby

mode. The assumption is that when a badge indicates to the reader that it

wishes to transmit a short message thereto, the reader will acknowledge that

request substantially immediately unless, of course, communication between

the reader and the badge is broken for some reason. Therefore, lack of receipt

by the badge of the RCM within this time period is interpreted as a fault in the

commimication between the reader and the badge.

Although the communication protocol has been described with

particular reference to a single communication between the reader and a badge,

it will be understood that since four DSM slots are allocated simxdtaneously by

the reader, each badge receiving data destined therefore in only one of those

four slots, there may be enacted four different conmiianications simxiltaneously

This is done without effecting a corresponding increase of the RCM time

becaxise the RCM header data is constant for all four data slots and allows each

of four different badges to determine in which slot data has been transmitted.

This, in turn, means that each badge need only decode the data in the

corresponding data slot, verify and acknowledge and this means that the data

may be received by four different badges virtually simultaneously with

minirmiTn communications overhead.

It will fiuther be appreciated that whilst the communications protocol

has been described with particular reference to its implementation in a portable

ED badge for maintaining track of a moveable object or person, it may equally

weU be employed in other applications and is certainly not restricted to such a

system.
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(a) in each different location providing a location transceiver having

associated therewith a location ID uniquely identifying the

respective location,

(b) associating with each of the objects an object transceiver having

5 embedded therein a respective object ID uniquely identrfying the

object,

(c) the location transceiver periodically transmitting its location ID for

receipt by any object transceiver within a boundary associated with

said location,

10 (d) any object transceiver receiving the location ID of a proximate

location transceiver, comparing said location ID with a current

location ID stored in the object transceiver corresponding to the

object's cim-ent location,

(e) if the location ID received in (d) is not the same as the current

location ID in the object transceiver, the object transceiver

transmitting its object ID to the location transceiver associated with

its cuixent location and storing the location ID of said location

transceiver, and

(f) the location transceiver storing die respective object ID of each

object associated therewith.

3. The method according to Claim 1, fiirther including the step of:

(g) all of the location transceivers transmitting the respective object IDs

of all objects associated therewith to a central tracking receiver for

maintaining a record of all location IDs and associated object IDs.

4. The method according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein a signal

transmitted by a location transceiver is able to travel beyond the bonndaiy

associated with the location transceiver and step (d) includes the further step of:

15

20

25
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CLAIMS:

1. A method for effecting bi-directional IR data communication

between a reader and a plurality N of portable objects each having

associated therewith a respective object transceiver which is initially

5 dormant and has embedded therein a respective object ID uniquely

identifying the object, the method comprising the steps of:

at tiie reader:

transmitting to an object transceiver a preamble containing said

object ID for awaking the object transceiver from its initially dormant state,

10 transmitting a Reader Control Message (RCM) followed by a frame of

message data, said RCM including a header, a reader ID so as to aUow the

reader to be addressed when required and further inchiding each of said object

IDs for addressing the respective object transceiver at a corresponding one of iV

data slots in the frame so as to provide each object transceiver with a command

15 whose encoded data is transmitted at the corresponding slot,

said message data including a header and said reader ID followed by a

code which indicates whether the data corresponds to a short message or a long

message,

said long message having up to a predetermined number of bytes

20 included within the data slot, and

said short message comprising a header and a message type followed by

a short data message of up to a predetermined number of bytes data which is

received in a randomly allocated slot following the iV* data slot, and

the badge transmitting to the reader in one of said randomly allocated

25 slots.

2, A method for keeping tack of objects each having a respective

unique identity and subject to movement between different locations, the

method comprising tiie steps of:
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9. The method according to any one of the preceding Claims,

wherein the object and location transceivers are IR transceivers.

10. An object transceiver which is programmed to carry out the

method according to any one of Claims 1 to 8.

11. A location transceiver which is programmed to carry out the

method according to any one of Claims 1 to 8,

12. A system comprising at least one location transceiver and at least

one object transceiver which are programmed to carry out the method

according to any one of Claims 1 to 8.

For the Applicants,

REBSHOLD COHN AND PARTNERS

01034065_0001_SPC.dot/JJT/:28.10.1998
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(dl) allocating to potentially conflicting location transceivers discrete

time slots for transmitting their respective location IDs so that no more than one

location ED can be received at any given time by an object transceiver.

5. The method according to Claim 3, wherein each of the locations

5 is a room and the bomidary is a wall separating the room from an adjacent

room and step (dl) comprises the steps of:

(a) allocating fom* discrete time slots per data connnimication steam,

and

(b) apportioning a respective one of said time slots to each of up to

10 four adjacent rooms so that the respective location transceiver in each of the

adjacent rooms transmits during its time slot only.

6. The method according to Claim 4, wherein:

the data communication steam includes a pluraUty of object transceiver

time slots each for allowing one of the object transceivers to transmit its

15 respective object ID, and

each of the object transceivers randomly selects one of the object

transceiver time slots for transmitting data therein.

7. The method according to any one of the preceding Claims,

wherein if the location ID received by an object transceiver is the same as the

20 current location ID stored therein, the object transceiver maintains silence so as

to minimi Tie energy consumption,

8* The method according to any one of Claims 1 to 5, wherein the

object transceivers are adapted to transmit an object data stream containing the

respective object ID and an additional message, there being further included the

25 Step of

each of the object transceivers randomly selecting additional object

transceiver time slots, as required, to completely transmit said object data

stream.
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